Abstract-In this paper, we explore the loss behavior encountered in transmitting real-time voice over the Internet and propose a new loss-concealment scheme to improve its received quality. One known technique to conceal loss is to send interleaved streams of voice samples and reconstruct missing or late samples by interpolation at the receiver. Based on this method, we propose a new transformation-based reconstruction algorithm. Its basic idea is for the sender to transform an input voice stream, according to the interpolation method used at the receiver and the predicted loss behavior, before interleaving the stream. The transformation is derived by minimizing reconstruction error in case of loss. We show that our method is computationally efficient and can be extended to various interleaving factors and interpolation-based reconstruction methods. Finally, we show performance improvements of our method by testing it over the Internet.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE existing Internet protocol (IP) is a connectionless, best-effort protocol that does not provide quality-ofservice guarantees like in traditional public switched telephone networks (PSTN). In order to achieve high-quality real-time voice transmissions with low delay in the Internet, effective loss-concealment mechanisms must be developed.
Existing software-based loss-concealment mechanisms can be classified into two categories: receiver-based, and senderand receiver-based.
In receiver-based reconstruction schemes, lost packets are recreated by padding silence or white noise [1] , or by repeating the last received packet [2] , or by substituting lost packets by previously received packets after some form of pattern matching [3] . These strategies only work well when losses are infrequent and when frame sizes are small [4] .
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split into those that add redundant control and those that do not.
There are several methods for the sender to add redundancy. These include sending duplicate packets [5] , or sending past packets coded in lower bit rate along with current ones [4] , or sending error correction bits in voice packets using forward error correction (FEC) [6] , [7] . All these methods require extra bandwidth or long end-to-end delays.
There are also algorithms that do not add redundancy but utilize inherent redundancies in source voice streams. A typical method interleaves voice samples into distinct packets and reconstructs lost samples by interpolation using their surviving neighbors. The simplest form is two-way interleaving that packetizes odd-and even-number samples separately [8] , and interpolates lost samples by simple averaging in case one of the packets is lost [1] . We call the two packets with the corresponding even and odd samples an interleaving pair. Simple averaging generally works well but may not give high quality for voice segments containing nonnegligible high frequency components.
In this paper, we propose a sender-and receiver-based algorithm based on interleaving and interpolation. Simple averaging is used throughout this paper as an example of interpolation. Specifically, the sender in the new algorithm transforms an input stream according to the interpolation method used at the receiver and the predicted loss behavior, in order to enable better reconstruction quality. Fig. 1 outlines the algorithm.
To demonstrate the effect of transformation, consider a twoway interleaved stream based on a typical segment of voice data with 16 samples. Assuming that all odd samples were lost at the receiver and that the eight even samples were used to reconstruct the missing samples, the dotted line in Fig. 2 plots the reconstructed stream in which a missing odd sample was computed as the average of its two original adjacent even samples. The dashed line plots the reconstructed waveform using the transformed samples received. It is obvious that the reconstructed stream based on the transformed samples gives a better approximation to the original stream, based on the measure of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) where (1) where is the original signal and is the reconstructed or received signal of . Note that transformations at the sender and reconstructions by averaging at the receiver will introduce aliasing distortions to the signals. The results in this paper is based on compression techniques that operate on a sample-by-sample basis, such as ADPCM [9] , and not on low bit-rate techniques that operate on segments of samples at a time, such as CELP. The objective measure that we use, namely, SNR, is specific to ADPCM and not to CELP. There are two reasons for using ADPCM that may require higher bandwidth than CELP. First, our Internet experiments show that the main limitation in single-channel audio transmissions over the Internet is not the bandwidth but rather bursty losses. Hence, our main focus in this paper is to recover from bursty losses rather than reducing the bandwidth. Second, our prototype is software based and requires efficient implementations of its compression scheme. The transformation method proposed may still work when CELP is used, although this may require using a different objective and the integration of the transformation method with the coding method (rather than having transformation as a preprocessing stage).
This paper has five sections. Section II studies packetloss patterns to six Internet sites and concludes that packet losses can be concealed effectively by interleaving and reconstruction. Sections III and IV present in details our transformation-based reconstruction method and test results. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. INTERNET TRAFFIC EXPERIMENTS
This section presents a series of experiments conducted between a University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) computer and six Internet sites listed in Table I during the first week of September 1998. The experiments were used to identify the characteristics of packet losses and their bursty behavior.
During the experiments, the UIUC computer periodically sent 2000 probe packets, at a rate of 100 packets/s and 500 bytes/packet, at the beginning of each hour over a 24-h period to the echo port of each remote computer, and monitored the packets bounced back. (The sending rate and packet size were picked to reflect the upper bound on traffic in voice communications over the Internet. The packet size was picked to be smaller than the MTU of the Internet in order to avoid fragmentation. Results on other packet transmission rates can be found in the [10] .) Statistics, such as sending and arrival times for each packet, was collected. To account for "delayed losses," each packet received had a scheduled "playback" time calculated from the arrival time of the first received packet and the difference of their sequence numbers. A packet was considered lost if it had been delayed by more than 200 ms of its scheduled playback time.
Our first set of experiments address the probability distribution of consecutive packet losses. Fig. 3 clearly demonstrates that burst lengths of 1 and 2 are predominant. In Fig. 3 (a) and (b), bursts of length 1 account for more than 85% of the total losses. Even for the China-UIUC connection with high losses, more than 80% of the losses were of burst length of 1 or 2. Table II lists for the UIUC-China connection the conditional probability distribution of the next burst length, given the current burst length. For both sending rates, losses with burst length longer than 3 happened very infrequently, and one long burst did not imply that the next burst would also be long. For example, when packets were sent every 10 msec, the unconditional probability for the current burst length to be 4 and the next burst length to be greater than or equal to 4 is only . The fact that burst lengths are usually small (similar results have been shown in [11] ) indicates that interleaving can be a good method to ease reconstruction. When the burst length is less than the interleaving factor, there are always parts of information received that can be used to recover the lost parts. For instance, with an interleaving factor of 2, a bursty loss of length 1 and a bursty loss of length 2 with samples belonging to different interleaving pairs can be recovered approximately. With an interleaving factor of 4, a bursty loss of length less than or equal to 3 and a burst length of 4, 5, and 6 with lost packets belonging to different interleaving sets can be recovered. In general, with an interleaving factor of , it is possible to recover a bursty loss of length less than or equal to and some of the bursty losses of length in the range . Let the total number of packets sent be and the interleaving factor be . Over all the interleaving sets, assuming that consecutive losses of length , happen times, the total number of packets lost is (independent of ):
We can derive fail loss , the conditional probability that a packet cannot be recovered for interleaving factor . This happens when all the packets in an interleaving set are lost. From (2),
fail , the unconditional probability that a packet cannot be recovered for interleaving factor , can be computed as follows: fail drops quickly when the interleaving factor increases. For all times and all six connections, fail is negligible when the interleaving factor is equal to or greater than 4. Moreover, except for the China-UIUC connection, an interleaving factor of 2 works well in general, achieving fail well below 3%. For the China-UIUC connection [see Fig. 4 (a) and (b)], an interleaving factor of 2 is not always enough because about 10-15% of the total losses will not be recoverable.
The above experimental results suggest that a small interleaving factor (between 2 to 4) is adequate. In most cases, an interleaving factor of 2 leads to good recovery.
III. TRANSFORMATION-BASED RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we develop transformations to be applied to voice samples before interleaving, with a goal of minimizing reconstruction error. We begin with an interleaving factor of two and extend the method later to cope with larger interleaving factors. 
A. Transformations and Inverse Transformations in Two-Way Interleaving
In Section I, we mention that our proposed method is based on interleaving and average reconstruction. That is, the sender performs interleaving and distributes related information in different packets, and the receiver reconstructs lost samples using the average of adjacent samples received [1] . The method improves the quality in the presence of isolated losses. However, the amount of aliasing distortions may be large when voice signals have high frequency response and cannot be reconstructed accurately by simple averaging.
To improve the quality of the above method, the sender transforms each original voice sample into a new sample before interleaving, packetization, and transmission (Fig. 5) . It transforms the samples in such a way that the reconstructed samples at the receiver will be the best approximation to the original ones on the average with respect to SNR, in case that half of the samples are lost.
There are two cases to be considered at the receiver: when only one of the two packets in an interleaving pair is received, and when both packets are received. 
, the reconstruction error, is defined as
To minimize , for any even , needs to satisfy the following equations:
After substituting in (6) into (7), we get the following matrix transformation: 
The condition for (8) to have one and only one solution is when matrix in (9) is invertible. The proof for the condition can be found in [10] and is not shown here.
In a way similar in deriving in (8) , the transformation for can be obtained. Fig. 2 illustrates the result of applying the transformation presented in this subsection on a segment of 16 voice samples. The SNR based on the transformed (resp. original) even samples and the reconstructed odd samples is 7.16 dB (resp. 5.23 dB). 
After computing using (10) at the receiver, the original stream can be restored if does not have any precision loss during processing and transmission. The proof for the existence and uniqueness of the solution is similar to that in Case I.
The computational complexity of our proposed transformation is low, since all the matrices as well as their inverses can be computed beforehand. The actual online computation only involves about 23 multiplications per sample [10] and is analyzed in Appendix A.
B. Transformations and Inverse Transformations to Cope with Longer Bursts
Statistics in Section II demonstrates that domestic sites generally have bursty losses of one packet in duration, whereas international sites may have bursty losses of three or more packets. Hence, an interleaving factor of 2 is not always enough.
When designing multiway interleaving, not only should bursty losses be considered but also isolated losses. For example, two related packets separated by interleaving with factor larger than two may both be lost when there are two isolated losses. To allow better reconstruction under different loss patterns using our transformation method, we construct -way interleaving by recursive two-way interleaving. As an example, we describe four-way interleaving below. Fig. 6 shows the four streams created at the sender. The sender first interleaves the original stream to and . Next, it transforms and using the transformation procedure discussed in last section and interleaves each of the two transformed streams to get four streams , and .
When there is no loss at the receiver, we can construct by deinterleaving and and by applying the inverse Fig. 6 . Constructing four-way interleaving using recursive two-way interleaving.
transformation on the de-interleaved stream. Similarly, can be reconstructed from and . When some packets are lost at the receiver, there are four possibilities. In the first case, three packets in an interleaving set were lost. For example, assume , and were lost. By our explanation in Section III-A, we can optimally reconstruct from received. After reconstructing , we can reconstruct each sample in by computing the average of its adjacent even samples. In this case, the reconstruction quality is guaranteed to be better than that without transformation because is optimally reconstructed.
In the second case, two packets that are both in either or were lost. For instance, assume and were lost. We can apply the inverse transformation in Case II in Section III-A on and to obtain , and recover by averaging. The reconstruction quality should be similar to the case without transformations because was not optimized for the reconstruction of . In the third case, two packets, one in and one in , were lost. Using our method, both lost packets can be optimally reconstructed based on the packets received. Hence, we can guarantee better performance than the case without transformations.
In the last case, only one packet in an interleaving set was lost. For example, assume was lost. Using our method, we can optimally reconstruct from received. We can further reconstruct by applying our inverse transformation on and . Without any loss of computational precision, the resulting reconstruction quality is guaranteed to be better than the case without transformations.
The above analysis shows that our proposed reconstruction method is general enough to work under a variety of interleaving factors and bursty loss conditions. Obviously, a large is able to tolerate more consecutive packet losses, at the expense of longer delays, because the receiver will have to assemble all the interleaved streams before playing the combined stream. On the other hand, a small cannot overcome long bursty losses, but has shorter delay that is sometimes critical in real-time applications. The specific used should be determined from feedback information sent by the receiver (see Section IV-C).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate our proposed reconstruction method under three scenarios: controlled losses with no compression, controlled losses with compression effects included, and tests on the Internet under realistic loss and compression conditions.
A. Tests under Controlled Losses and No Compression
The tests in this and the next subsection were conducted on the four sound files listed in Table III . This subsection is focused on the scenario with controlled losses and no compression.
The first set of experiments is for Case I in Section III-A in which only one packet in an interleaving pair was lost. Without loss of generality, we consider the case when all odd samples were lost. Fig. 7 compares the performance between the method in Section III-A and the case without transformation. For all the voice and music files, transformations help improve the reconstruction quality by about 1 to 2 dB, corresponding to lowering the reconstruction error by about 20%-30%.
For every sound file, we tested different sizes of the transformation matrix , and . Fig. 7 shows that does not have any significant effect on quality when . Hence, we do not use transformation matrices with size larger than 64.
The second set of experiments is for Case II in Section III.A when both packets in an interleaving pair were received by the receiver. Table IV shows the reconstruction quality for various sizes of the transformation matrix. The largest size of the transformation matrix chosen is 64, at which point near optimal reconstruction can be achieved. For each size of , we compute the SNR's for cases with and without loss. We observe that the SNR's for cases of no loss are consistently decreasing when increases, whereas the SNR's for cases with loss are consistently increasing. The reason for this behavior is that for a given simultaneous equations have to be solved in order to get from using (10) . This causes each , to be related to all the other values, and numerical errors will be accumulated in the process of solving (10) when some have rounding errors. Perturbations in caused by numeric errors in are usually measured by the condition number of , where after rewriting (10) . For example, the condition number of is about 1712 for and increases to 6744 when increases to 64. The dramatic increase in condition number requires smaller to be chosen. Another observation of Table IV is that the degradation for the case of loss is only around 0.2 dB when drops from 64 to 32, whereas the improvement in reconstruction quality for the case of no loss is over 9 dB. Hence, smaller transformation matrices are preferred.
Finally, the third set of experiments deal with four-way interleaving. In the first three cases of Table V in which two or three packets in an interleaving set were lost, our proposed transformation method has better or equal reconstruction quality as compared to the case without transformation. In the last case in which one out of four streams was lost, our proposed method is worse due to precision loss. However, this case is expected to happen less frequently than the other three cases when four-way interleaving is used.
B. Tests Under Controlled Losses and with Compression
In this subsection, we consider the second scenario in which voice data is compressed as well as transformed. We chose the adaptive differential pulse-code modulation (ADPCM) compression method in our experiments over other low bit-rate speech coding methods because ADPCM has low overhead and allows us to be executed in software in real time [9] .
The introduction of compression has greatly degraded the performance of our transformation-based reconstruction method. Table VI shows that transformation can improve reconstruction quality when one of the streams is consistently lost, but degrade the quality when both streams are received. In the latter case, with compression included, we should not perform inverse transformation when all the packets in an interleaving set are received. That is, Step 6 of the receiver process in Fig. 1 should not be carried out, and the interleaved streams should just be deinterleaved. The reason for this is that compression and decompression may modify some signal values by a significant amount, leading to errors that propagate to other signals when the inverse transformation in (10) is applied. For instance, several samples in Fig. 8 were introduced errors in signal values of over a hundred after compression and decompression. As shown in the last subsection, the condition number for in (10) is quite large for even small . Hence, when errors in elements of are on the order of a hundred, deviations of will be on the order of ten thousands or even larger. To alleviate degradations in reconstruction quality when all the packets of the interleaved streams are received, we propose a procedure to let the sender perform transformation only when there is no significant degradation in both cases of loss and no loss. Without loss of generality, assume twoway interleaving. The sender compares two alternatives, the first involving the interleaving of two consecutive packets, the compression and decompression of each, the reconstruction of all the samples assuming one interleaved stream was lost, and the computation of the reconstruction quality. The second alternative is the same as the first except that the signals are first transformed. By comparing the reconstruction qualities of the two alternatives, the sender decides whether to transform the input data or not. The results of the above dynamic transformation algorithm are shown in the third and sixth columns of Table VI . By using dynamic transformations, the reconstruction quality can be improved when one stream was lost, without sacrificing significantly reconstruction quality when both streams were received.
C. Tests on the Internet
Finally, we present experimental results on tests on the Internet under realistic loss behavior and the effects of compression. In our experiments, in addition to measuring reconstruction quality in terms of SNR, we measure end-to-end delay, jitter, and subjective quality by mean opinion score. Fig. 9 shows the components of our real-time voice transmission system that has silence detection [12] , ADPCM com- pression [13] , interleaving, reconstruction, statistics collection, and buffering to remove jitters [14] .
As noted in Section IV-B, reconstruction quality depends on the loss rate and whether transformation was performed by the sender. When losses are low, the sender should determine a priori whether to transform voice samples before they are sent, whereas when losses are high, transformation almost always helps reduce reconstruction error, provided that a suitable interleaving factor is chosen. Hence, the receiver in our prototype sends run-time statistics on loss and burst length to the sender periodically. Based on this information, the sender chooses the best interleaving factor and whether to perform transformation before sending data to the receiver.
In our experiments, we used the six hosts listed in Section II and carried out our experiments once per hour during a 24-h period in the first week of November, 1998. Due to the use of echo ports, the end-to-end delays measured were longer than the corresponding one-way delays.
The top graphs in Fig. 10 compare the SNR between simple averaging and reconstruction based on transformed input data for the six connections. Using transformed input data, the reconstruction quality was almost always better. For connec- tions with low losses, reconstruction based on transformed data can achieve about the same quality as reconstruction based on simple averaging. In this case, most of the quality loss is due to compression. For connections with high losses, such as the China-UIUC connection, reconstruction based on transformation can improve over reconstruction based on simple averaging by about 0.7 dB on the average, with a peak improvement of over 2 dB.
The second graphs of Fig. 10 compare the average endto-end delays over the same 24-h period. Transformations and reconstructions based on transformed data increase the average end-to-end delay by about 20 ms over reconstructions based on simple averaging. The low overhead demonstrates the low complexity of our proposed method.
The third graphs of Fig. 10 show that jitters are increased slightly under transformations. The additional jitters are caused by increased variance in processing times.
Last, the solid lines in the bottom graphs of Fig. 10 measure the fraction of packets that were transformed. For connections with low losses, such as the MIT-UIUC connection, only around 20% of the packets were transformed. In contrast, for connections with high losses, up to 65% of the packets were transformed. The dashed lines plot the fraction of packets that were two-way interleaved (the remaining packets were fourway interleaved). For domestic connections, almost all packets were two-way interleaved, whereas 10%-30% of the packets might be four-way interleaved for international connections when loss rates were high or burst lengths were larger than 2.
We have carried out subjective tests to measure the reconstruction quality using mean opinion score (MOS) [15] . In our tests, we asked three listeners to rate the reconstructed streams with and without transformation. For each connection and each test group, we picked eight streams randomly from the data collected over the 24-h period, leading to 6 3 8 2 streams that were randomized before tested by each listener. Table VII shows that the perceptual quality of reconstruction based on transformed input data is almost always better than that without transformation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new transformationbased reconstruction algorithm for real-time low-delay voice transmissions over the Internet. Our algorithm first transforms input signals into another form based on the way that signals are reconstructed at the receiver and the loss behavior in the network. We tested the new method in experiments over the Internet. Reconstructions based on transformed signals can improve SNR by about 0.7 dB for connections with heavy losses, and maintain high transmission quality for connections with low losses. Subjective tests in terms of MOS also indicate quality improvements. We show that our algorithm has negligible computational overhead, allowing it to be implemented efficiently in real time. Finally, our algorithm is general and can be extended easily to other interpolation-based reconstruction algorithms. Our future work is focused on extending the method to low-bit rate compression methods, such as CELP, that involves new objectives not based on SNR and the integration of transformation and coding. In practice, the complexity for large is far less than the above because not all entries of are effective in calculating . A simple explanation is given as follows.
Assuming the sampled data for processing is in 16-bit linear PCM wave format and in the range [ 32768, 32 767] and a change of sample value within the range will not be perceptible to human ears. We observe that the maximum absolute value in vector ) is less than because the summation of any row of matrix is less than . A transformed signal can be computed using If , then the difference with or without is at most . Thus, is less than 0.5 for all . Based on our assumption, all these items can be neglected. Hence, only those elements in matrix whose value is greater than are effective. For other elements, we can simply set them to zero. Obviously, the computational cost can be greatly reduced if such elements occurs frequently in the matrix. After calculating , we found that only about 17 items out of each line are larger than for . The total complexity is, therefore, 6 17 23 multiplications and a few additions for each sample when is greater than 17.
